
Profit Tools Backup Procedures and Strategy 
 

Profit Tools suggests that all of our customers should have a disaster recovery plan in place, which will 
limit down time in the event of a crisis.  This document will touch on general disaster recovery 
considerations and pay specific attention to procedures that apply to your Profit Tools installation.  Aside 
from creating a backup of Profit Tools, the best way to preserve your valuable data is to institute a regular 
server backup strategy and disaster recovery plan.  Your disaster recover plan should include recovery 
plans for a wide range of scenarios; from small items like disk corruption, virus attacks, and file deletion, 
through medium scale problems like a total server failure or internet failure, and up through extreme 
scenarios like fire, flood and wind damage to the entire office. 
 
Your IT professional is your best resource for developing a full disaster recovery program, and Profit 
Tools technicians can schedule a consultation with your IT representative how Profit Tools fits into your 
overall disaster recovery program. 
 
We recommend the following minimum precautions for your Profit Tools Data 

 
• A nightly backup of the Profit Tools Database.  This can be done automatically from within Profit 

Tools and will create a backup copy of the Profit Tools Database to a specified folder or attached 
external drive on the server.  See detailed instructions later in this document 

• A nightly backup of critical data (Profit Tools folder) either by a manual, or automated scheduled 
event.  Consider using an automated process for backups.  Scheduled backups can be 
performed when there is no one at the office running Profit Tools, and many programs contain 
features to log the backup results for analysis and / or success audit.   

• Backups should be performed to removable media such as Tape cartridge, DVD, USB drive, etc.  
This is to insure the backup can be restored to a different server if needed, and stored off site for 
additional security.  Online backup services could also be considered, discuss the pros and cons 
of this alternative with your IT professional.   

• Assign at least two people in your office to be responsible for confirming successful backups.  If 
one person is sick or on vacation the second will have this responsibility. 

• Use a media rotation system, where by successive backups are not saved to the same media 
each time. Media will fail, and at the possible worst time.  If you are using any rewritable media, 
then use a rolling back up scheme that allows you to save Daily, Weekly and Monthly backups. 

• At least two of the recent backups and the historical backups should be rotated off site by the 
person responsible for the backups.  In the event of major catastrophe, these backups will be 
preserved and can be used to restore the system. 

• Identify an existing PC that could be used as a backup server / scheduler in the case of problems 
with the existing system. 

• Back up 3rd party Server and/or Scheduler applications, scripts and processes that may be key to 
the Profit Tools operations.  This could include FTP processes, EDI processes, Windows based 
scripts, etc. 

• Copies of installation disks and software registration codes should be maintained at a separate 
location in case of disaster.  Unless you are backing up a full server snapshot, the Sybase 
database service, like many other applications, must be installed from the original installation CD 
or a downloaded installation file, it cannot simply be restored from backup.   

 



In addition Profit Tools suggest the following  
 

• Consider a redundancy factor when upgrading or purchasing hardware.  If a server has one hard 
drive running all the critical data for your business and that drive fails, that server is down and 
recovery of that data, if at all possible is expensive.  Purchase a RAID configuration for your 
server where two or more drives operate in unison so if one drive fails, the other keeps going.  
Servers can also be configured with other redundancies such as power supplies.  Consult with 
your IT professional for more details. 

• Purchase a spare hard drive, power supply, cooling fan, etc. for your server; that way if one fails 
there is a spare on hand which allows for quicker replacement of the failed unit and a maintained 
level of assurance that the mission critical data remains intact and accessible.   

• Keep a spare PC that could be swapped out for a workstation or act as a temporary server.  Have 
a plan in place for how to get this system up and online quickly. 

• Provide  battery backups on server, workstations, and all other hubs, routers, and network 
devices.  Momentary sags or spikes in line voltage can cause systems to become unstable, or 
system failure.  Power loss on the Server can be even more costly, damage can include database 
corruption and total system failure.  Battery backups will NOT keep you computer running in the 
event of an extended power outage, but they will provide power long enough for a controlled 
shutdown and therefore reduce the risk of corrupted data. 

• Keep records of any custom setup or configuration that has been done.  This could include user 
permissions, custom shortcuts, etc. 

 
 
Profit Tools recommends full server backups or snapshots as part of your disaster recovery plan to 
protect all of your company data, but at a minimum, there are several levels of backup that can be 
performed on just the Profit Tools data.  These levels are Database Only; Database, Images and 
Configuration Files; All Profit Tools Files.  Each of these backups includes an increasing level of security 
and a greater amount of data.   
 

• The Database only backup involves setting up the internal Profit Tools backup and backing up the 
ptools.db and ptools.log files that are created.  These files are often found in the \Profit 
Tools\PTBackup folder.  This backup level will preserve all of your licensing, shipment, customer, 
equipment, employee and related shipment data.  

• For the Database, Images and Configuration Backup you would add the Profit Tools\PTImages 
folder (if you are using Imaging), the Profit Tools\Templates folder, the trucking.ini file in \Profit 
Tools\PTApps, any EDI folders, 3rd party software (such as WSFTP or FREDI), etc. in addition to 
the database files above. This will back up not only the internal database data, but supplemental 
data as well.  Discuss this option with your Profit Tools Trainer or Tech Support rep to customize 
this backup level to your specific needs. 

• The highest level of data security, and the Profit Tools recommended strategy is to back up the 
entire \Profit Tools folder and all sub folders along with 3rd party software (such as WSFTP or 
FREDI).  This information and a copy of your install disk will insure a quick and complete 
restoration of your Profit Tools system in the event of a system crash or other emergency.   
 

Note1: In all cases, it is imperative that you verify your backups on a regular basis.  An invalid, 
incomplete or corrupt backup will not help if this data needs to be restored during a crisis. 
 
Note2: Other items that should be considered for backup would include any mission critical applications 
and files that are not easily replaced such as accounting software, maintenance software, compliance 
programs, critical business documents, Fuel tax reporting software, and all data files associated with 
these programs.  Specific information on these systems is outside the scope of your Profit Tools install 
and you should consult with your IT professional or other software vendors for specific recommendations. 
 
 
Please remember this popular question regarding backups:  

Q. How often should I backup?  
A. How critical is it to preserve your data? 



Steps to set up your Profit Tools nightly DB Backup 
 
Most external backups of Profit Tools cannot backup the live database.  Because of this it is suggested to 
include \PTBackup, but skip the \PTData folder and make sure the system backup is running immediately 
after the Profit Tools internal backup as the contents of the two folders will be the same at that point in 
time. If you are also a user of Track & Trace, you may exclude TTData in favor of the \TTBackup folder. 

 
• Profit Tools must be configured to back up the live data prior to your regular system backup.  The 

PTADMIN user can do this by configuring the backup in the System Settings.  
o From the System Menu chose System Settings 
o Choose Applications from the Left Column and the ASA 9+ Tab on the right side 
o Enter the backup path relative to the server.  This generally means this will be to C: or D: 

and not the P: or other mapped drive. 
o Save this setting and Close 
o From the System Menu choose Managed Scheduled Tasks 
o Choose Database Backup and Enable the scheduled Backup – you will want to set this 

start time to at least one hour prior to your regularly scheduled backup to other media.  
 

 

Failover & Clustering Q&A 
 
Clustering is a two part scenario: 

1. Application files 
2. Database 

 
 
Regarding the File system (Shared network drive Application Files): Failover can be supported by 
the Windows Operating system for shared folders using DFS and windows server clustering 
http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc732302.aspx 
 
Regarding the Database: Sybase 12 does have mirroring & failover database clustering although we 
have not tested the clustering functionality of Sybase 12 therefore have no Profit Tools supported solution 
for database clustering; although the functionality is present. 
http://dcx.sybase.com/index.html#1201/en/dbadmin/da-highavailability.html 
 
 
Does profit tools offer a hosted service to provide off-site redundancy?  
 
Not at this time; it's extremely complex & costly to support in the requirement of Microsoft file system 
clustering for off site redundancy; it's easier to cluster a database than a file system across the internet. 
Security, licensing, and costs take the forefront of this matter. 
 



How frequently are PT backups generated by the tool itself, and how frequently should the machine be 
backed up?  
 
One scheduled task that does not run on the Profit Tools Scheduler event handler machine is the 
database backup event.   The database backup event is run directly on the server by the database engine 
itself.  It is important to remember that the backup occurs while the database is running.  When the 
backup runs, the database is copied to the path specified in the system settings.  If a database and log 
file exists in the backup directory, it will be overwritten during the next scheduled backup event. 
 

 
  
This example runs the database backup once between 00:45 AM and 1:00 AM 
 
Depending upon the size of the database, it may take anywhere from a few minutes to an hour to 
complete the database backup process.  During the time the database is being backed up, Profit Tools 
may seem to become less responsive to requests and updates.  Therefore it is recommended that the 
database backup be performed during off hours, or at least during times of low usage.  If backups are to 
be performed several times per day, intervals should be no less than 60 minutes apart.  Short duration 
times may cause backups to run concurrently causing long periods of slow responsiveness. 
 
Note:  The Scheduler instance of Profit Tools does not need to be running in order to backup the 
database.  Because the database backup runs without the use of the Profit Tools Scheduler, if the backup 
fails the system recipient will not be notified. To identify if the backup process is working correctly you 
must validate the existence of expected time stamped files (ptools.db & ptools.log) in the folder defined by 
the DB Backup Directory in Profit Tools System Settings. 


